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Greetings Dear Brothers and Sisters, today I wish to speak of the Soul, and its correct
Rightful Relationship with the Group. I wish to help you understand what is Group Life!
This is most important at this stage in the Formation of these New Living Organisms of
Ashramic Synthesized Group Life. Hopefully by the end of this Discourse today, which
will take some time to truly grasp the depth of it all, you will begin to comprehended
consciously the meanings of the Ashramic Group Life in a much more constructive,
concretized and preparedness to Implement in precipitation, its Higher Truth!
In the previous Discourse, Part 12, I included the Identification of Soul within it! This
was a hint toward the Foundational Link for the Rightful Relationships for you to
understand the New Group Nuclei and how they will Function. So it is with this
Discourse, I must Minister with care to highlight for all of you, this most vital Part of
Group Life! Please pay VERY close attention Dear Souls! Your Soul Life, these New
Groups, New Activities and Functions will all be Entrusted and Commended to it. Your
future in these Groups shall depend upon it!
Simply Stated, the Soul is Group Consciousness. It is impossible to become a Conscious
Soul Incarnate as an individual. The Conscious Soul can only incarnate in a Group
Instrumentality, of many instrumentalities who come together within an incarnation.
We in this Soul Group are building a vehicle for the Purpose of Unification, so that the
Divine Plan contained herein, can manifest for humanity for its overall growth and
development. We as a Soul Group within this Divine Purpose, will attract those to Us
who are karmically ready, when We are ready; not that they may not be ready, but that
We aren’t ready yet. So even though they may be ready, We need to prepare Ourselves
ready so they may arrive! Does this make sense??? Yes it does!!
This is why you have entered into the period of training and testing.
A time will come during this period, hopefully over the next 3 years, when (to use one
of your common expressions) ‘the men will be separated from the boys’ or as We the
Masters say; ‘the Souls will stand up to be counted’. The Group Consciousness within
the individual will make itself known and that which is not of the Group (and remember
we are not speaking now of a Group of people sitting together in one room, we are
speaking of a State of Consciousness) will fall away, will be allowed to go about
according to their ‘free will’ choices, but they can no longer be of Service in that Group.
We have told you We have no concern for personality choices, only that which is for
the Greatest Good of the Group.

You Dear Hearts have now seen this first-hand here within the EGA, where the total
Membership, All being told as they joined the Group, that they were part of this Soul
Group by Me, yet still chose for themselves that they are not ready to continue. It is a
natural process, but very effective as We have told you, many times! That which is of
the Soul Group in preparation for Group Initiation will Consciously go on, will continue
into ever Greater Experiences in Consciousness of the Group, into Ever Greater
Opportunities to be of Service to Humanity. What a Blessing it is when one can see
first-hand how the Universal Life Force places everything into Divine Order!
So that within each man or woman which is not of the Soul Group coming together in
any particular incarnation will fall away from it, only to have to go through the whole
process all over again another time. Where will the man or woman him or herself be?
This will be determined by the degree of The Group which he or she is within his or her
own conscious consciousness. If you are wise and wish to grasp the most from this
Opportunity, you will approach it with Joy, for Truly if during this period you cry, you
will cry alone. If during this period you give vent to negative emotions, it will be alone
within your own vehicle. Therefore, approach the Opportunity, grasp it, seize it, with
Joy.
Welcome that which comes, for this Constitutes your Right to take Initiation. Meet it
and have done with it. Realize that inasmuch as you are Group Conscious, You Are One,
not only with Myself, but with the Master Maitreya, with the Master Rakoczy, and the
Christ. You partake of that Oneness which has always ‘Been’, but of which you have not
known or remembered yet. Repeating Opportunities do not come around quickly as St
Germain once told you! Several life incarnations can pass until you will have another
chance. Do you understand?
The Group is a State of Consciousness which is incarnating in a vehicle. You, in your
Consciousness and according to the Degree of Consciousness of your Group Life which
you have achieved, Wield Energy, Force, and Substance, never from the Consciousness
of a separated being or entity; the individuality is that which Expresses the One Life.
How does humanity, which is identified each one as a one, approach this Awareness of
or Consciousness of the One Life? How does it become an Individualized Focus of the
One Life?
The next step is Group Consciousness. That Group Consciousness within an
Individualized Identity Expressing through it. We see the outer appearance of a one
thing, a one person, but within that vehicle or that form (it is only a form you are looking
upon) what is it that resides within the form? What Lies behind it, what Directs, what
Wields the Energy, Force, and Substance? What is it that Truly looks out from behind
the eyes? When We speak of the Group, it is the Group within the Individualization of
the form, whether he or she knows it or not, because Consciousness is never what the

form would make it appear to be. The form, in any instance, regardless of how High or
low the Evolutionary Development, is only a vehicle for a Group Consciousness.
I would have you consider for a few moments, what is a Group? Is a Group, a Group of
individuals who meet together to receive instruction? Is it a Group of individuals who
enter into an activity together, a Service Activity perhaps? No, this is not a Group. A
Group is a State of Consciousness manifesting through many vehicles. These vehicles
may be separated in time and space; some may be in incarnation; some may be out of
incarnation; some may be gathered together in one room, some in another. A Group
is a State of Consciousness manifesting through many vehicles. It is a particular and
peculiar State of Consciousness and it represents the next step in the Evolutionary
Development of humankind.
The Consciousness of a Group is a common Consciousness manifesting a particular
quality, manifesting particular characteristics within each of its vehicles so that there is
always that common meeting ground. Always provided is that medium in the outer life
and affairs through which the common Brotherhood and Sisterhood can be Expressed,
can be Set into Motion by the Group Consciousness within the Individualized vehicle.
You may meet upon the street a man or woman whom you have never seen before and
this person may be your Group Brother or Sister, but they are more than that. They are
a Part of a Group Consciousness Focused into a particular vehicle. This is the meaning
of Group.
You have come into that place in the Evolution of the human Consciousness where you
are making your impact as a Group Consciousness upon humanity, the humanity within
which you are Focused. You are making an Invocative Impact upon the Hierarchy with
which you are Aligned and the many lives overshadowing or Over Lighting you. Groups
come in and go out of incarnation that are composed of a certain State of
Consciousness. They are brought into incarnation by the Group and Individualization
of Souls in form to manifest, in the three worlds of human endeavour, a certain
Function to, which they are karmically related from the past. They may not have
completed a certain phase of their growth in one or more of their past lives, either
through lack of Understanding, Motive, Love, or Right Relationship.
Each one incarnates to carry out a certain aspect of the Plan, both for the sake of
humanity’s growth in a certain area and for Group growth. As the relationship grows,
certain aspects of Motive, Love, and Right Relationship are Adjusted and Divine LoveWisdom ensues, better Understanding is achieved, and karma Adjusted. This Group
Consciousness begins to Attract and Magnetize other Disciples and Initiates into its
Centre. These Dear Ones have been hovering on the periphery of the Nucleus and have
been in Contact with certain Members of the Group in Higher Levels of Dimension.

When the Group has adjusted to a fine Quality of Transmitted Light, it is then ready to
begin teaching these Souls, ready for Group Instruction. The Disciples and Initiates have
been looking and reading, searching for they know not what. The contacts made by the
Group seem like old friends because they are, through past incarnations. They are
familiar and therefore Trusting that the Nucleus Group will not Lead them astray. There
will be karmic adjustments made, easier this time because of the Power to Good of the
Group and the Expansion of Consciousness will come easier than it did for the main
Group, because of the Energies of the Soul Being Attracted In.
The New Disciples and Initiates will bring in their associates, and there will be rapid
expansion of the Members and Group Consciousness. We come now to the individuals
within the Group seeking help to adjust their karma, so they are able to Serve. Each is
aware of certain blocks where they are unable to perform. Each is aware of
inadequacies which, with very little effort, can be transmuted. Each one feels a certain
Responsibility to the Group to correct these problems so as to be Free to Serve. The
main concern is not for the separated self but to be able to Lift the Awareness High
enough to allow the Soul’s Might to penetrate this darkness. Through seeming odds
this Group fights its way to the top and works together in spite of its manifesting
conditions.
It proceeds as if these limitations were not present, it supersedes them. As the Group’s
Light Magnifies in Radiatory Light, going outward in Service, that Light cannot help but
flow into the subconscious to stimulate these thought-forms and bring them up to the
surface where they can be seen and handled by the Consciousness. Is it necessary that
the individuals receive individual instruction when this process is taking place? This is
where the Disciple/Initiate is asked to proceed on Faith, Knowing full well that these
problems will be absolved by the Soul Itself. When the Consciousness can Focus within
the Heart Centre, then the Consciousness can usually deal with those reactions and can
become more detached, free of emotion, and can look at the circumstances. Then the
Opportunity presents itself where the problem can be solved.
Some deep-rooted problems within the astral may have to wait until the Soul, mind,
and brain Alignment is consummated before they can be adjusted, for it takes the Light
of the Soul, Purposely Focused into the astral, to get at the deep seated problems and
Transmute them. The whole time this has been going on in one individual it has been
going on in the Group of individuals, for growth cannot proceed for only the one. It is
Group Relationship, Group Reaction, Group Solving that is working out through this
Magnetic Field of such a Group Forcefield. One Lifts the other in Consciousness until
the door is opened for All as a Group to proceed through the open door of
Understanding, Wisdom, and Light.

Through all of this Growth the Etheric Lines of Light have been built in an expanding
array of Lines of Force, binding one another into a State of Ever Expanding
Consciousness. Where one has a certain stage of development to work out, another is
involved in a particular relationship to work out, etc. The Group is Aligned through the
astral body (now cleared to a great degree of karmic obligations) and capable of the
finest Reflection of Group Purpose and Goal, capable of Reflecting in the clearest and
most precise manner, the thought-forms the Group decides to manifest into Divine
Activity.
The Mental body of the Group has become Aligned in Purpose and Goal with the Group
Soul’s Divine Plan and can produce within the Group Life a positive Creative Force, now
drawing on the Powers which help humanity to Formulate its Purpose and Goal, even
though an unconscious Raise in Vibrational Frequency or Light Resonance within
humanity has been Created by the Soul Group progressing thus far.
The Soul Group has now become a Transmitter for Higher Spiritual Force. Because of
its Combined Motive, it maintains the Highest Degree possible of Spiritual Energies
being precipitated into the body of humanity for its Evolutionary Growth and
Development. Remember that We have already arrived at that point where there is
the beginning of the realization that each individualization of the Membership is an
aggregate of Consciousness which actually Constitutes a Group Life. To become Group
Conscious, is it not reasonable to consider that the first step which must be taken is to
be conscious, to Become Conscious, Fully Conscious, Fully Awake, Fully Alert to that
sub-merged Group which actually is the subjective life of the so-called persona?
This is done through a New Use of a very old technique, a technique which you have
used many times throughout the ages, but this time with New Connotation, with New
Meaning. As you enter into that Meditative State of Mind and as you Identify as the
Soul, how far into the Inner meaning of this Principle above the Concept of Soul do you
penetrate? How much of that meaning do you Reflect upon as you Identify as the Soul?
Just what does this Identification mean to you as you Meditate? It is most interesting,
though often discouraging, to observe the Western mind in meditation. “’I AM’ the
Soul”; usually this particular Statement is made with great force, but with little depth,
and with hardly any meaning whatsoever. To Meditate upon a Seed-Thought is to
penetrate into the very Heart of the meaning of that Seed-Thought; to Absorb, to
Abstract from that Seed-Thought its meaning, and to incorporate it within your
conscious understanding. Therefore, as you Reflect upon such a Seed-Thought, “’I AM’
the Soul”, and as you Identify as that Soul, from this moment on, several factors should
immediately come into mind, and as they come to mind, they should bring with them a
wealth of meaning.

First, that all Consciousness, ALL Consciousness, whether it be that of the Mineral
Kingdom, the Plant Kingdom, the Animal Kingdom, the Human Kingdom or Higher
Kingdoms in Nature, whether it be that of a personality long so-called ‘dead, all
Consciousness is Soul-Consciousness, ALL Consciousness is Actually Soul. Realize, then,
that this body and mind, that sits reading or listening to this here and preposterously
calls itself “I” is an aggregate of many “I’s”.
Here is a Group Life, a Group Soul, which has identified and limited itself within this one
little, tiny ring-pass-not which goes by some specific name. This technique of
identification will be put to a New Use Now. As you Identify as the Soul, Expand the
lower sphere of your awareness by including within it the Totality of that Group Life
which made possible your appearance in time and space. I do not mean to identify with
the many forms which lie below the threshold of your awareness, but with All the
Consciousness, which is imprisoned within those forms, plus all of the Kingdoms in
Nature which meet within you, which give you Presence. Realize that this is the
Consciousness of the Planetary Logos.
Your so-called individuality is but an aggregate of a Group; it is but a process, a process
of the Synthesis of the Consciousness of the One Life in which you Live, Move, and have
your Being. After this Identification has been attained, and after you begin to realize
what it means to Identify as a Soul, then Expand the upper half of your Sphere to realize
that just as you are an aggregate of the Group Consciousness below the surface of your
appearance, or your presence within the outer appearance world, so are you a Group
Consciousness above that surface, and simply Identify with the One Life.
When you have attained to this Soul-Identification, you are ready to Meditate.
Now, carry this one step further. Let Us take it from Meditation into Activity outward
into your daily life and affairs. Do not only Realize that you, yourself, are a Group, and
that you are becoming conscious of that Group which You Are, but so is every other socalled individual with whom you come in contact, a Group, that as you relate with that
individual, you must do so as a Group within a Group, that Right Relationship manifests
as Brother/Sisterhood, because the Totality of each Group is brought into rapport in
Love, so to speak, with each other.
Before you dare to enter into the field of teaching, this Realization, this Identification,
and finally, this Group Consciousness, must for you, become a Reality within your mind.
You Serve always the many. You Serve (regardless of what focus it might be through)
the One Life as it manifests in myriad Group forms. Before We are through with this
subject, I am going to discuss fully with you a Tension which is most important, the
Mergence of the Overshadowing Soul, or that aspect of the Consciousness which is
actually related to the Higher Kingdoms in Nature and with the indwelling or imprisoned

Consciousness. For Integration means just what the term implies; it is the
Establishment of Integrity, the Spiritual Integrity of the Totality of the Group or the Soul.
At this time, however, we shall not go into this Mergence, but rather leave you with this
concept to reflect upon, to Meditate upon, and to begin to embody, to incorporate
within your own Consciousness and instrument as you Express the Principle Above the
Concept in your daily life and affairs. You will be asked several questions soon:
•
•
•
•

How have you expressed the Concept which has been projected in this lesson?
How has this Concept changed your attitude?
How has it Expanded your Awareness?
Has it in any way, and in what way, manifested in your outer life and affairs?

Remember, this will not only be in relationship to the outer life and contacts, it will be
with yourself as well. Do not forget that it is just as necessary for you to establish Right
Relationships within yourself as outside of yourself. All of these various factors must be
brought into Right Relationship and Peace established within that Group Consciousness
which You Are, before you can possibly begin to manifest Right Relationships, or
Brother/Sisterhood, outwardly. This you must understand. And now I Am going to just
touch upon one other concept which will aid in your future contemplation, in Expansion
of Consciousness, regarding the so-called sub-conscious.
That area of the subconscious which contains the many personas described in the
foregoing, plus the many evaluations which have been made, plus the wish-life, is
defined as the ‘area of embodied growth’.
Meditation:
Become physically relaxed and comfortable, emotionally calm and serene, mentally
poised and alert. Focus the Consciousness in the Ajna Centre and Integrate the total
personality via the sounding of the Silent O.M. Upon a line of Light, withdraw the Focus
of Consciousness in the Ajna Centre into the Inner Cave in the Center of the Head and
Identify as the Soul.
Lift that Focus of Consciousness from the Inner Cave and Identify with the One Life by
Meditating upon the Seed-Thought “’I AM’ the One and the Many”. Now consider the
Purpose of the One Planetary Life which is working out through the body of humanity.
Let us close today, there is much to ponder and even more to Integrate before We can
move much further forward. Let us return as time permits, before the Group’s Respite
that has now been scheduled. But before you retire for the season, I would like to share
a few more matters, that I feel will be great benefit over the months to come.
I Am Your Brother Djwhal Khul at your Service.

